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Once upon a time my ass...

...this one is for whoever comes next.
Good luck. You’re going to need it.
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Once upon a time...
...the world was all fucked up and coloured in grey yet it continued to spin and it
didn’t really seem like it was ever going to get any better.
There were many who wished that this godforsaken world would stop spinning
on its axis, those who’d had enough of the day to grey banal mundane routine that life
offered them, those who wished for more but knew it was never coming, those who
had hoped that it would simply end sometime very soon. Yet the rich and the beautiful
enjoyed the continuing revelations as they slowly became more and more powerful in
a world run on superficial boundaries. The rich get richer and the... fuck it, who cares
about the rich, it’s the beautiful who own the world.
Yet it were those who rebelled at this which were the faces that mattered, the
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ninety-five percent, the regular Joes, the ones that life had mocked, had punished for
being average, and that the grey sleep of death was a beautiful option of escape. It was
an end they could look forward to. A happier pending ending. A real feast of a rest after
a life of hard work, struggle and base survival.
Occasionally however, something good happened.
More often unfortunately, something bad.
But this time, in our story, well, you will be the one to decide.
In a tiny corner of this ridiculous world where there happened to live such things
as dragons and trolls and winged beasts and magicians and spells and knights and
maidens. Of course there were maidens. Maidens with magical powers of enchantment.
Actually their powers were not really all that magical. Quite simply a base human
instinct. Programming. A desire to reproduce and keep the worlds wheels turning.
Only some of the things we yearn for, for whatever reason, seem more precious, more
desirable, than others.
Our tale features but one such maiden.
A beautiful and enchanting specimen. In this chopped out chewed up and spat
back out world, this was the maiden all the knights and knaves, all the princes and the
paupers, all the barons and all the beggars of the land wanted a piece of, this beautiful
angel of light, this stunning princess with her glow in the dark eyes, this most creatively
curved creature, so pert and perfect, so tight and trim, so wondrous and so wonderful.
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Her name, was Viola. She
knew beauty like no other
but alas in equal parts she
knew an enormous and
heart crushing sadness. A
sadness that cut her being
through to her very core. It
was that sole part of what
made her that drowned her
tainted mind from the very
life it wished to breathe. She
wore her sadness like a gown. She
wore her sadness like a beacon. But most of
all she wore it like a shield. There was no man to penetrate this black air of grief which
surrounded her spirit, this wall of cloud that masked her from any hope of knowing the
joy which might be manufactured by her heart. There was nobody in her world, not
from any of the eight corners of the kingdom, who’d turn that dismay-able frown upside
down. From the very pit of her soul, and from the first day she knew she was a woman,
she knew there was such an important part of her that was missing. The hole in her
soul. The void part inside of her that caused her incompleteness. The broken muscle
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that lay beneath that beautiful and perfect heaving bosom. The broken heart that would
barely beat.
What our fair and as pure as the most beautiful and driven virgin snow, our fair
heroine of this cruel tale did not know, what had been hidden from her for all the years
of her existence was that she was but one single body of a pair of twins, the sister of a
brother she shared a womb with, she was alas only one half of her duplex. Her other,
the boy, did

not possess

the same

beauty

as Viola.

Sebastian,

the boy,

did not

possess anything

of

positive aesthetics

whatsoever,

in fact, a billion miles

was he the

opposite, he knew no such

thing as beauty that

you’d see on his surface. Sebastian had the aesthetics of horror. Sebastian was beastly.
Born deformed, crippled and crooked, with hands like hooks and feet of claw, a spine
so bent he was practically a hoop, this ugly twisted mess of a male, when he came out
of his mother’s womb, spilling out merely seconds after that most beautiful fair and
feline female child, she of the most amazing perfection any eye could ever wish to drink
in, yet he abhorred the doctors and his parents alike. His mother, the queen, was mute
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for a year, the shock of carrying such a devil in her belly those full nine months was a
shock she simply wasn’t able to process, despite the fact that every day she would stand
glowing in amazement and wonder at the visage of the beautiful of the pair, the princess
who deserved the moniker of such a title, a princess, in every most tiny detail, yet still
the stupor unsurpassable of bearing from her own genes such a beast, the other, such
a horror, such a monster, she couldn’t bring herself to speak of her daughter’s beauty
through the pain of her son’s grotesque.
The boy, the baby, the beast, was ejected from the kingdom. Bestowed to a
gaggle of crones from a village in the next realm, a coven none other, the only females
of the kingdom, as you wouldn’t offer them as ladies nor even women given their
pointed noses, their long warty fingers, their skin of leather and hair of straw, the only
ones prepared to take on the boy, the only ones whose pitiful features weren’t offended
by the monstrous face and the buckled frame of poor Sebastian, born bad, born ugly,
born wretched. It was here with these disapproved souls already removed from society
did the boy learn to live. Yet it was no life for a prince. For that part of his being was
never to be, he was never to know, never to be aware that his heritage was
once one of greatness, of royalty, of power. Alas
due to his deformity his role in the world
was relegated to that of servant to the
rejected ghouls society wouldn’t
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suffer to face. A humble servant to the
lowest of the low. A slave to the whores of
the devil.
In the meantime our princess, our
delectable Viola, was growing into the most
striking of all women, a goddess of her time, and
while this time was passing, the boy, the freak, was
becoming harder faced and angry, more acerbic, more
broken than even the bones of his frame, furthering the
bitterness of his being, furthering his disillusionment of the
world around him, furthering his want to cull the masses so the
downtrodden, the broken and the abused could rise up and take
precedence in a world where the beautiful reign supreme
and the ugly, no matter how bright, how clever, how
superior, they will always be judged, will be thrust
down into the gutter, will be frowned upon, hated,
despised, ridiculed and detested because in a world
like this, in a world where the beautiful people hold
office, where beauty is power, there is absolutely
no room for one like Sebastian; the ugly, the
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despicable, the downtrodden. The weak. Those society dictate as rejected. Those that
society jibe as a joke.
So many moons crossed the sky, days turned into night and Sebastian outgrew
his witch mothers and flew his coup de terror. They lured him back on occasion
convincing him to return time and time again through his own immature ignorance and
the fear of their threats but ultimately he grew wise to their false and fake wisdom and
finally he figured that their lies were merely that. Finally escape was his. And so too his
freedom. It tasted like gold. It tasted of heaven.
While the heartfelt ogre enjoyed his liberation, despite it being the life of a
hermit living like an animal, a troglodyte, an escapee living in caves, in the nooks and
crannies where no other human would seek refuge, crawling around the outings of the
ranges above the land far away from the villages and society of the humans he’d learned
to despise. He would keep far enough away from those; the normal, the regular, the
accepted. From the ones who would sneer, the ones who would jeer, from the ones who
would poke and ridicule him because he didn’t fit, he didn’t sit, in any kind of comfort
with those who would mock, those who would spit, those who would frown at the
ones like Sebastian. Those who were different. Those who were ugly. Those who were
disabled, deformed, weak or lost. Who were those bastards to judge? Such cretins. But
they’re not ours to debate. They will answer to their own choices in hell.
So the boy he grew. And the girl? Of course she did too but they did their
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growing a thousand miles apart. They did it unaware of each others existence, and
alone they drifted through life growing greater in years, growing greater in experience
but still, for the both of them, never growing greater in the sought after connection of
their other, never growing nearer one other chosen person, never growing in love, never
falling in such, as their humbled and broken hearts wouldn’t allow such a wondrous
thing. Not knowing that this ruling was dictated by, ironed into their personas by
mother nature’s rules of the heart; that cow, that menace, that antagoniser, teaser and
temptress of the happy ever after, that freakin’ gypsy. Mother nature. That mother
fucker.
As Sebastian muddled his way through his own life he fell from one town to
another, rejected and herded out as an outcast and freak. He would occasionally leave
the solitude and sanctity of the caves he sought out as dwellings and would venture into
the world hoping for the chance to find the one who would see past his deformities, the
one who would be his friend, the one not scared to look into his crumpled face without
a shiver riding their spine like shaking knives, the one that might one day be able to love
a mangled man like he. Yet try as he might the elusive angel of his dreams was just that.
He remained solitary. He remained a single one. He continued to live out his hollow life
on his own. Alone, lonely, and empty.
As many moons more passed him by, and more of his life did the same, and as
he grew steadily older, there grew new complications due to the physical deformities
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of his person. His spine had grown in such a way that it was turning him inside out. It
was pushing his body in different directions and the organs inside his body that had
been keeping him alive thus long were crushing against each other and were strangling
themselves. Of course as they performed this internal mutilation they were failing to
achieve the purpose for which they were meant and it wasn’t any surprise to Sebastian
that this was the start of the end. The beginning of his end. Sebastian had begun to die.
With this new cognition at his disposal, the marker which dictated the start of
his demise, Sebastian was to lose his grasp on reason a little - then he lost it a lot, losing
his mind with the frustration of living such an unhappy existence for so long. Such a
lonely and tormented solitary path, such a miserable failure of an existence, a waste of a
life.
However, there had been news dancing across the lips of all the mouths of the
realm. A news that bounced from mouth to ear and mouth to ear again and again
and again until eventually it bounced its way to those on the crumpled cranium of
Sebastian. The news lit up his soul and he begun to hatch himself a plan. That news that
burned a new torch in the soul of this freak, deep in his stomach alongside the organs
fighting for space to do their work, the organs slowly but surely failing at their tasks,
failing to keep him alive, bringing him each day closer to death, this final act, this plan,
his final firework, his last explosion of life, his chance to go out with a bang. A chance
to go out knowing what it would be like to make a connection with a beautiful woman.
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The news that made the gargoyle boy judder with delight was that the most
rumoured and talked about beauty to ever walk the land was to be visiting near to
where Sebastian held out in his latest cave, the very town he’d snuck into covered the
most he could from head to toe to not attract attention to himself, to steal the small
things he’d needed to survive, to pilfer food, bits of clothing, to move amongst other
humans, to feel what he missed all the days hidden in the mountains. His plan wasn’t
complicated, he’d been used to stealing through the shadows, his form being offensive
and unmissable he had developed ways to become almost invisible to normal eyes, or
was it just that nobody wanted to gaze at such a horror that he became almost unseen?
He would use that to follow the beauty, the vision, and when she was most vulnerable to
be taken then swiftly he would and she would be his.
The day came and his plan went without hitch. The maiden was rendered
unconscious for her taking, it made the event far simpler. It had been a gift for not
drawing unwanted attention and of course with his horrible disabilities the last thing
needed was of a shining knight or noble gentleman to come to her rescue. Sebastian
would never have been able to put up a fight, he was no match for the weakest of men,
he couldn’t have fended off the smallest of dogs if they attacked. He was a weakling
of the lowest order. So he’d carried his sleeping prey from the village and into the
mountains where he set her down in the caves, in the black and dusty corners deep into
the mountain, deep enough through the tunnels in the rock to hide her calls for aid,
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to quench the sounds of her cries for help, those that she soon tired of making when
it became apparent to her that nobody could hear and nobody was going to save her
from whatever horrible plan this creature had for her.
But there had been no horrible plan. He had only wanted to know love.
He felt weaker by the day. He had known that death was close. He had
twelve days to breathe and he had known within his inner self that on the
twelfth night of her being there he would draw his final breath and his journey
would finally be over for good.
So on the first night of his captive beauty being held in his hovel he
held back, he hid in the shadows, he sang to her.
At first she had been frightened. She was in fear of this strange
behaviour from the man that had taken her from her day to day
business. The surprise came as so much of a shock as the sounds
that he made, the tune he carried for her, his song, his gift,
from one so ugly was so much more than beautiful. The
song he sang soothed her to her soul. It was a magic. It
was of a passion and desire filled with warmth and
beauty, dripping with sunshine, bursting with joy.
His song was love. A full, bursting from the seams
love. A heart so full it should explode love.
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Love.
She melted.
“What is your name man?”
“Tis Sebastian my lady.”
“I am Viola.”
“I know my lady.”
“Your song is quite beautiful.”
“It is not my song my lady. Tis yours.”
At that Viola melted a little more. The dark hid his ugly and echoed his beauty as
the song he sang for her, his song about her, his song filled with the love he held for her,
as it continued to melt her to the core of her being, warming her more and more as she
fell deeper and deeper for her captor, her minds eye creating a picture of the handsome
and rugged rascal he must have been to boldly just take what he wanted, to take her, his
desire and then to pour over her that most amazing melody
of romance and rhyme, well such a man must be the
creature of fairy tales, such a man must be the figure
of perfection.
The second night came and once again
Sebastian sang to his pet, his beautiful kitten. She
preened and purred as the song broke through her layers
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and into her soul. Little did she know but as he sang the blackness inside of him, his
ending growing inside his ragged flesh and bones, was shutting him down. He was so
few days away from death as Viola planned a whole new life for them together.
Night three. She knew she was in love but could not make such a foolish
confession so early. The words in his song told her so much yet really she knew nothing
of him. She would though. She promised herself she would find out everything. She had
forever to gather a lifetime of detail. Or so she thought.
Night four came and went. They talked more after he finished his song. There
was a bond. He was excited yet ultimately he knew he’d been cheated by the gods. In
eight days his romance would be over. And so would his life.
Night five and Viola called to him “Sit with me Sebastian.”
“I cannot.”
“But why not?”
“I am grotesque my lady.”
“How could that possibly be so? Every sound you utter flows like the finest silk
and there is a gentleness to your anima that is only matched by the whispers of heaven.”
“You are too kind my lady but you know not what I am. I am grotesque. They call
me a beast.”
“Then it is they who are beastly. Come sit with me Sebastian.”
“My lady, I cannot.”
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Night six and Viola having being slowly charmed, intrigued by the softness of
this creature, warmed by his kindness and thrilled by his mystery pursued Sebastian to
be closer. Spending all the day considering his confession, the whole day to wonder of
how much was truth and how much was the humbleness he wore like a fine fitting suit
once again she begged of him “Sebastian, come sit with me, I want to see for myself this
creature you feign you are.”
Since her capture, Sebastian knew that that night would be the apex of their
journey. Since their meeting he was half way through their time together and once as
many days were to pass again he would no longer have been in any state to talk to her,
to hear her, to be near her. To even breathe. To live at all.
He braved that journey of a few steps that seemed to last forever. His shadow
crossed the cave toward her. He ambled closer. With each shuffle and edging she could
make out his shape. Indeed it was grotesque and deformed but blinded by what she had
felt through his song she saw nothing in those dark shadows than the man she imagined
him to be.
“I’m sorry my lady.”
“Why on earth would you be sorry Sebastian? You are nothing short of the man I
thought you to be.”
Viola took the crab claw like hand of the bent and broken man before her and
stroked the flesh of it until it stopped its shaking. They sat. Together. Joined by the
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union of one soft and delicate
feline like paw and one callused
brittle and mangled fist. Yet
his strokes were as soft and
as soothing to her heart as
hers were to him. His heart
thumped like the deepest of
drums and hers pattered like
a rain storm. They sat joined as such the whole night long. Blind in the dark but with
hearts bursting with light.
Night seven and our unknowing siblings grew closer still. They felt a kinship, a
connection closer than that of single week from being strangers, something so natural
and wonderful, so charged that ignorant to their matching bloodline the feeling could
only be misconstrued as romantic love. Without the understanding of their history,
without the knowledge of their consanguine they grew stronger in not only devotion
and ardour but of passion and heat.
By night eight fair Viola could not see or feel a single bent or buckled or broken
bone under the skin of her man. She could not feel the leather and grain of his rough
skin but only the silk of the strokes as his hand glanced across hers. As it stroked her
arm. As it caressed her soft face. She held him in her arms. He shivered in the shock
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of being recognised for the broken failing brute he was until after enough time passed
where she showed no despair, no repulsion to his form, his fear began to subside, his
pain of being found out, of being rejected, relinquished his torment from its prison, as
he grew bold, he reversed the roles and took her to his own arms, and for the first time
in his life he felt the witchcraft and magic course through every inch of him, of how it
felt to love a woman.
Night nine. He held her while he sang his song. She preened. In the arms of what
was her captor she knew security and want like never before. She fell deeper under his
spell. She was only his from then.
The tenth night came and he cooked for her the finest feast
of rich meats, delightful intricacies, the most flavoursome foods
that he could lay hand to. They ate like kings. They were both
full and satisfied. In his joy Sebastian even forgot his time
was almost upon him. His days, numbered and fleeing, were
almost over.
His realisation came back to fell him on the night
of his eleventh with her. Knowing there was only to be
one more before this dream would be ended, this heaven
would be again a hell, he broke at her lap, he sobbed
out his confession that his broken body would survive
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only one more day and then his life would be over and theirs together would crash from
existence.
“But how can this be?” she cried as the rivers of tears poured from the deep blue
pools that were her eyes, “for I have only just found you after a lifetime of loneliness, I
cannot let you go, I must be with you for all time.”
“But it cannot be so.”
“Then I shall die with you.”
“You must not. My soul could never go on knowing I’d brought premature end to
the life of the most precious jewel I ever knew.”
“But I must be with you forever.”
“And you shall be. In here.”
He held his hand at the base of her ribs, his warped and withered claw covering
a part of her breast, a part of her heart, a part of her stomach; a claw so undefined it lay
across all of those things unable to cover the only part it aimed to.
She felt the sentiment of his gesture. He would always be in her heart. But for
Viola that wasn’t enough. He would be with her forever. She knew that. And she knew
how too.
On the twelfth night Viola took Sebastian’s hand, she took the rest of him too,
she took him deep into her loins, where this brother and sister joined themselves in the
way a brother and sister never should, engaged in the most heady, the most passionate,
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the most real display of physical love, of human connection that ever could have been,
unrelenting, unstoppable, unbelievable. Pure. When eventually they were both spent
that they could spend no more Sebastian quietly slipped away into darkness forever.
Viola felt his final breath wheeze from his ridiculous broken lungs and she wished it
farewell with a tear of her own.
“We will be together forever my love.” She had made her promise and as sure as
he’d tried to put his hand on her heart to dictate where his soul would end this journey
she had felt his clumsy and useless club of digits over her stomach and knew that this
would be his final resting place.
She cooked the finest meal in the fats of the most divine creatures, she made
sauces from the most exotic of herbs

and spices, she made the

most succulent and flavoursome

dinner that ever laid

before a single mouth. She cooked
the meat of her love and laid it out
in front of herself to dine.
She nourished
herself on
Sebastian
until she
could eat
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no more but kept going until there was not a single morsel left. Until he was all gone.
Every last mouthful.
So she carried her love for the rest of her life. Until at least the last of him passed
through her colon. Perhaps she hoped a little part of him was lodged there, unable
to pass, she clung to that in hope that there would always be a small part of him that
would never leave her.

A small part of him that would be with her forever .

J

ust like she promised . . .
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